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Ayala Land’s  AREIT: Will peers follow? 
Recession-Hedged Asset Class. REIT is an asset class that could be ripe for the 
Philippine market, touted as a recession-hedged investment. It has a tendency 
to outperform equity indexes amid market volatility and weak market condi-
tions. Thailand’s REIT is a case in point. Table 1 on the left shows the total re-
turn of the REIT index at 99.99% (2015 to Feb. 19, 2020), greater than the main 
market index’s +10.90% and property index of Thailand, -8.26%.

Unique Features. Unlike a stock with unpredictable cashflows, AREIT’s are  
predictable due to the fixed rentals. Unlike a bond with a fixed coupon and no 
growth on the same, REIT has growth prospects in the yearly rental escalation 
rate,  3%-4% in the case of AREIT. Total return is the combined dividend yield, 
escalation rate and the tax perk or total of  8%-10%.

Tax Perks and AREIT’s Dividend Policy. Recall that there’s zero tax on the por-
tion of REIT income declared as dividends, (90% dividend payout is minimum for 
tax exemption); rest of income is taxed under the regular corporate tax of 30%. 
So for full tax exemption, AREIT’s dividend policy is 100% payout. Predictable 
topline growth filters through the bottomline and enables dividend growth. 

Value Accretive Acquisitions for Growth. Future acquisitions planned at two 
properties a year (ALI-owned or third party properties) create value accretion 
once property yield  (yield is net operating income/property fair market value)  
is above cost of funding (say cost of debt) for such acquisitions. Making value 
accretive investments is among the mandates of the appointed  fund manager 
(AREIT Fund Manager Inc.) tasked to achieve yearly total return of at least 
8%-10%. 

Leverage and Cap. If 100% of distributable income is dividend out by AREIT 
yearly for the tax incentive to kick in, how is capex funded? It’s via leverage 
but  capped at 35% of total assets.

200 bps spread over 10 year bond rate. AREIT’s 5% dividend yield  has  almost  
200 bps spread over the ten-year government bond rate post-tax of 3.2%, less 
than Singapore’s  comparable REIT spreads of 300-400. The  200 spread looks 
adequate according to the REIT sponsor in the context of AREIT being a domes-
tic issue and  its very modest  size. On the other hand, Singapore-listed REITs 
are really about properties located globally and  geared for big global  investors 
and so its unique features. 

Valuation Approach for the AREIT Php30/share price. Discounted Cash Flow 
approach for the 10-year cashflows of the REIT properties including a two tower 
BPO acquisition by yearend (in Table 3 below) and application of a cap rate of 
5% on the 11th year cashflow for the terminal value determination. 

Why no land transfer from ALI to AREIT? REITs are not  in the business of 
property development, which can be done to the extent of only 10% of total 
assets.  ALI’s the one involved in property development whereas AREIT is  all 
about rentals. As such ALI  must have the landbank.  AREIT does  not face the 
same risks as ALI.  Besides, if land is transferred to AREIT, there will be a valu-
ation issue;  pricey Makati  land values won’t allow a 5% cash yield. At best, it 
could be just 1% according to  foreign brokers’ estimate. Investors desiring  land  
value appreciation should find ALI as the investment route.  For those making a 
bet on  a pure Philippine rental play, AREIT has arrived.    

Table 2. AREIT, Inc

Primary Offer up to 47,684,000 Common Shares

Secondary Offer up to 430,775,700 Common Shares

With an Over-allotment Option up to 23,932,000 Common Shares

Offer Price up to Php30.05 per Offer Share

Issue Size up to Php15bn 

Use of Proceeds Purchase of 2 tower BPO in Cebu

Market Cap Php30bn

ALI Equity Stake in AREIT 51%

Public Float 49%

Projected Cash Yield 5%-5.5%

Table 3. AREIT’s Portfolio of Grade A, PEZA Accredited office assets

Source: Bloomberg


